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Internship Context

Software Defined Radio (SDR) is a wireless communication technology that distinguishes itself by its ability to
define and manipulate radio parameters through software, rather than traditional electronic components. The
concept was introduced in the early 1990s [Mit]. Its advantages primarily lie in its flexibility, enabling quick adap-
tation to changing communication requirements (bandwidth, carrier frequency, signal processing tasks). SDRalso
offers the ability to enhance its performance over time through software updates, making it an extremely scalable
solution [MBGB].

In the context of future communication standards, ensuring adaptability and the long-term viability of deployed
systems is essential. An existing challenge is the ability to remotely update these networks. Software solutions
that combine Software Defined Networks and Software Defined Radio open the possibility of reconfigurable end-
to-end networks, allowing for modifications to services and even significant changes to the standard [KVVK]. This
is the objective of the collaborative PERENNE project, which encompasses this internship.

This internship focuses on software-defined radio, which consists of a radio head and a processing unit. This plat-
formwill beembeddedwitha lightweight Linuxkernel [SA] toperformprocessing tasksandexecute certainhigher-
level tasks [LGGB], enabling themanagement of various SDR actions and regularmeasurements for selecting con-
figuration changes.

This internship takes place within the GRANIT team at IRISA. Its goal is to implement a low-latency Linux kernel on
the embedded software-defined radio platform to execute telecommunications chains and a high-level scheduler
capable of analyzing the radio frequency environment.

Objectives

The objectives of the internship are as follows:

• Take control of the software-defined radio platform based on Zynq and compile an embedded Linux dedi-
cated to the platform. This Linux will be able to interface with the radio card and the Ethernet interface.

• Compile and run telecommunications chains such as Open WiFi or 802.15.4 and verify the proper behavior
of the chain.

• Propose data processing and radio frequency datamonitoring tasks (power analysis, monitoring the packet
error rateof theprevious chains) thatwill run in thebackgroundonembeddedLinuxandallow forparameter
updates (e.g., changing the WiFi channel).

Skills

You are in your final year of engineering school or pursuing amaster’s degree. You have strong skills in embedded
systems and wireless communication. Experience in the field of embedded Linux is also desirable.

This internship canvalidatea researchmaster’sdegree. Note that, aspart of thePERENNEproject, adoctoral
scholarship related to this internship topic will be funded, beginning in September 2024.
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http://www-granit.irisa.fr/fr/
https://github.com/open-sdr/openwifi
https://github.com/bastibl/gr-ieee802-15-4
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 Information and Contacts

Olivier Berder. olivier.berder@irisa.fr : Monthly gratification 567€
Matthieu Gautier. matthieu.gautier@irisa.fr : 6-month internship starting in February 2024
Robin Gerzaguet. robin.gerzaguet@irisa.fr : IRISA, Lannion, Brittany, France
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